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PERMUTABILITY, DISTRIBUTIVES OF EQUIVALENCE 
RELATIONS AND DIRECT PRODUCTS (i) 
HILDA DRASKOVICOVA, Bratislava 
Notations. In the whole paper the symbol U(M) will denote the lattice 
of all equivalence relations on the set M 7^ 0. We shall use the symbols A, V, 
A, V for lattice-theoretical operations. We shall define some equivalence 
relations by quoting their blocks, e.g. C: {1, 2}, {3} will denote the equivalence 
relation whose blocks are {1, 2}, {3}. The greatest and the least equivalence 
relation on a set M will be denoted by I and 0, respectively. In the whole 
paper the symbol AB or A . B for given equivalence relations A, B will denote 
their product in its usual meaning (cf. [1]). The symbol L(£f) will denote the 
sublattice of the lattice U(M) generated by the s e t ^ of equivalence relations 
ona set M. The symbol (7(31) will denote the lattice of all congruence relations 
on an algebra 21. The descending chain condition will be abbreviated by 
DCC. 
Introduction. There exists a one-one correspondence between direct de-
compositions of an algebra into two factors and couples (A, B) of permutable 
congruence relations such tha t A is a complement of B. I t is not sufficient 
toassume the pairwise permutability of corresponding congruence relations 
toextend this result for an arbitrary number of factors. In papers [6], [8] 
the concept of complete permutability and absolute permutability of a system 
of congruence relations is introduced to this purpose. In [11] the absolute 
permutability is used to an external characterization of a special kind of 
subdirect representations of algebras. In the present paper another kind 
of permutability ("weak" and "strong") is introduced. Both those concepts 
of permutability are also sufficient to the characterization of direct products 
of algebras (see § 5) and to external characterizations of certain subdirect 
representations of algebras (see [3]). 
In the present paper interrelations among the mentioned concepts of 
permutability are investigated. I t is further shown that some of these per-
(*) Most results (without proofs) of the present paper were published in Acta Fac . rer, 
natur. Univ. Comenianae Math., special number, 1971, 3—11. 
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mutabilities imply certain distributive identities for the equivalence relations 
which form the given permutable set £f or the distributivity of the lattice 
L(£f) generated by SP. An absolutely7 permutable set of equivalence relations 
generates a distributive lattice whose elements are pairwise permutable and 
a Boolean algebra 2n if this set is finite. In this direction also some G. H. 
W e n z e l ' s results [11] are corrected and improved. In the case of weakly 
or strongly permutable set £P of equivalence relations the situation is more 
complicated. If card-5^ = 3 then L(Sf) is distributive but this is not the 
case when card 5^ > 3. Sufficient conditions for a strongly permutable set 
of equivalence relations to generate a distributive lattice are given. 
The concept of "finite strong permutability" of equivalence relations is 
introduced analogously^ as the Chinese remainder theorem in algebras (see 
e-g- M)- Some known theorems connected with the Chinese remainder theo-
rem ([4], [13]) are generalized and completed (see Remark 3.1, Theorem 3.3, 
Theorem 3.6, Corollary 3.8, Corollary 3.9, Remark 3.2). I t is possible to 
enlarge the Chinese remainder theorem in algebras to the case of an arbitrary 
(possibly infinite) number of congruence relations. The corresponding notion 
of this "unrestricted Chinese remainder theorem" for equivalence relation-
is that of "strong permutability". The class of algebras in which any set & 
of congruence relations is strongly permutable (i.e. the unrestricted Chinese 
remainder theorem is satisfied) is described (Corollary 3.8). 
The results of [11] concerning a special kind of subdirect products of algebras 
are corrected. Some results of the present paper are useful to characterize 
some types of subdirect representations of algebras (more general than that 
in [11]; see [3]) using the weak permutability. 
1. Various Notions of Permutability of Equivalence Relations 
Two equivalence relations A±, A% on a set M are said to be permutable if 
AiAz = A2Ai. 
Definition 1.1. A set £f = {Av : y GT} of equivalence relations on a set M 
is catted weakly permutable if for any family (xv : y e F) of elements of M such 
that x(X(A(X v A$)x0 for any a, /? e T there exists x e M such that xA7x? for any 
yeR 
Definition 1.2. A setSf of equivalence relations on M is called finitely strongly 
permutable(2) if any finite subset of if is weakly permutable. 
(2) The assertion that, for an algebra 51, the set C(5t) is finitely strongly permutable 
means in terminology of [4] that 51 satisfies the Chinese remainder theorem. 
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Definition 1.3. A set £f of equivalence relations on M is called strongly per-
mutable if any subset of if is weakly permutable. 
Definition 1.4. [6] (cf. [4]). A set £f of equivalence relations on M is called 
completely permutable if whenever we are given {Ax: XeA}, i ^ ^ , and set 
@i = /\{AV : v 7^ X, v sA} and we are given (x
x : X e A), xx e M with xx(Gi v 
v Cv)x
v for all X, y e A, then we get that there exists an x e M such that xA^xx 
for all X eA. 
Definition 1.5 [8], [11]. A set Sf = {Av : y e T} of equivalence relations on M 
is called absolutely permutable^) if for any family (x? : y e F) of elements of M 
such that xa(\/{Av : y eT})xP for any a, / 3 e F there exists xeM such that 
xAyxy for any yeF. 
The following Lemma can be easily proved. 
Lemma 1.1. Given a set £f of equivalence relations on 31, each of the follow-
ing properties implies the next one: absolutely permutable, strongly permutable, 
completely permutable. Strong permutability implies weak permutability. None 
of the converse implications holds. 
R e m a r k 1.1. The following examples show tha t the converse implications 
do not hold: a) If the set SP is weakly permutable it need not be pairwise 
permutable and not even strongly permutable as the next example shows. 
Let Bi, B2, B± A B2 be equivalence relations on a set M such tha t B±, B2 
are not permutable. b) A completely permutable set of equivalence relations 
need not be weakly (nor strongly) permutable as the example in Remark 2.3 
shows, c) Let M = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, AX:{\,1}, {2,4}, {3,8}, {5,6}; 
^ 2 : { 1 , 4 } , {2,7}, {3,6}, {5,8}; A3 : {1, 3}, {2,5}, {4,6}, {7,8}. The set 
£f = {Ai,A2,A%} is strongly permutable (this is proved in Example 3.1) 
but it is not absolutely permutable, for if we take x1 = 1, x1 — 3, x3 = 5 
th°n xl(Ai v A2 v A^x* holds for any i, j e {1, 2, 3} but there does not exist 
xe M such tha t xlAtx for each i e {1, 2, 3}. 
R e m a r k 1.2. For any natural number n (n > 2) there exists a set £? of 
n equivalence relations which is not weakly permutable but any its proper 
subset is weakly (even absolutely) permutable. Example: Let M be a set 
of all sequences a = (a\, . . . , an), where at eZ (the set of all integers), and 
&i + a2 + . . . + an is even. We set aAtb if a% = bi. Then the set {^4i, . . ., 
An} is not weakly permutable but any its proper subset is weakly permutable . 
Let us give some examples of strongly permutable sets. 
E x a m p l e 1.1. The set of all congruence relations on an algebra 21 having 
(3) In [8] the term ,,assoziierttť is used. 
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the lattice O(2l) distributive and any two congruence relations permutable 
is finitely strongly permutable (see Remark 3.1). In particular it is true for 
relative complemented lattices, ^-groups, Brouwerian algebras [7], the ring Z 
of integers. On the other hand an infinite set of congruence relations on Z 
need not be wreakly permutable as the following example shows: Let ®p 
be a congruence relation on Z modulo p, where p is a prime. The set {Qp : p e 
G P} (P is the set of all primes) is not weakly permutable because for the 
elements x?> = 0 for p > 2 and x2 = 1 there does not exist an element x 
such that XP Qp x for any p E P. Corollary 3.8 describes a class of algebras 
in wThich any set of congruence relations is strongly permutable. Further 
examples of strongly permutable sets can be easily constructed using the 
results of § 5. 
2. Distributivity and Weak Permutability 
The next Lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 2.1. Two equivalence relations are weakly (absolutely, completely) 
permutable if and only if they are permutable. 
Lemma 2.2. Let £f = {Ay : y eT} be a weakly permutable set of equivalence 
relations on M. Then for any teT: 
(2.1) Atv (A{Ay:y ^ t, y eT}) = /\{(At v Ay) : y =£ t, y e K } . 
(2.2) At is permutable with A{-4y •' 7 v^ ^ 7
 E -O-
P roo f . Let x[/\{(At v Ay) : y ^ t, y eT}]y, then x(At v Ay)y for any 
y z£ t. Let us take xl = x, x? = y for any y ^ t, y EF. Obviously xa(Aa v 
v Ap)xP for any a, /3 e F. From the weak permutability of £f it follows tha t 
there exists t e M such that tAtx, tAyy for any y =£ t. Thus xAtt and t(A{Ay : 
:y -L t, yeT})y. Consequently, x[At(A{Ay: y ^ i, ysT})]y. Hence A{(-4* 
. Ay): y ^t, yeT} ^ At(A{Ay: y ^ t, y e T}) ^ A,y (A{AV: y ^ t, ye 
ET}). From this (2.1) and the identity AL . (A{Ay: y ^ i, y EF}) = At v 
v (A{Ay: y ^t, yET}) hold. By [4, Chap. 0, Ex. 15], (2.2) holds. 
Lemma 2.3. Let {A\, A2, As} be a set of equivalence relations on M satisfying 
the next conditions: 
(2.1a) ^ i v (A2 A A3) = (A1 v A2) A (A± V AS)-
(2.2a) Ai is permutable with A2 A AS. 
(2.3a) Ai \ (A2 v A3) = (Ax A A2) V (AX A AS)-
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Then the median identity holds: 
(2.4) (^4i v A2) A (^li v A3) A (^42 v A3) = (Ai A A2) v (A± A .43) v (̂ 42 A ^43). 
P roo f . By successive using of the assumptions (2.1a), (2.2a), the modular 
identity for perrnutable equivalence relations [1, Chap. IV., Th. 13, p. 95] 
and (2.3a) we get: 
(Ai v A2) A (A± v ^ 3 ) A (A2 v .43) = [̂ 4i v (^42 A A3)] A (A2 V ^43) = 
[Ai A (̂ 42 v A3)] v (A2 A A3) = (Ai A A2) V (Ay h A3v (A2 A AS). 
Lemma 2.4. Let Sf = {^4i, ^42, A3} be a weakly perrnutable set of equivalence 
relations on M. Then (2.4) and the next conditions hold: 
(2.3) At \ (A, v Ak) = (Ai A Aj) v (At A Ak) for i,j, ke{\, 2, 3}. 
(2.5) Ai \ Aj is perrnutable with Ai A AJC. 
Hence L(Sf) is distributive. 
Proof . In view of the symmetry of Definition 1.1 it suffices to prove the 
assertion (2.3) and (2.5) only for one triple i = 1, j = 2, k = 3. (If some of 
indices i,j, k are equal then the assertion is trivial.) Let x[A± A (̂ 42 v A3)]y, 
then xAiy and x(^42 v A3)y. Let us take x
1 = x = x2, x3 = y. I t is evident 
that xl(Ai v Aj)x1 for i, j e {1, 2, 3}. From the weak permutability it follows 
that there exists t e M such that xA\t, xA2t, yA3t. I t follows yA\t. Thus x(A\ A 
\ A2)t, t(Ai A A3)y, and consequently x(Ai A A2)(A± A A3)y. I t follows ^4i A 
(^12 v ^13) ^ (Ax A ^l2)(^i \ .43) ^ (̂ 4i A .42) v (Ai A ^43). Hence (2.3) and (2.5) 
hold. By Lemma 2.2 and 2.3, the median identity (2.4) holds. By [9] it follows 
that L(Sf) is distributive. 
Lemma 2.5. Let Sf = {A±, A2, A3} be a set of equivalence relations on M 
satisfying conditions (2.1), (2.3) and (2,2a). Then L(Sf) is distributive. 
Proof . The median identity (2.4) holds by Lemma 2.3, hence the assertion 
of the Lemma follows by [9]. 
R e m a r k 2.1. If Sf = {Ai, A2, A3, A4} is a weakly perrnutable set of 
equivalence relations on M then L(Sf) need not be distributive as the Example 
3.1 shows. 
R e m a r k 2.2. If L(Sf), generated by the set Sf = {Ai, A2, A3} of equiva-
lence relations, is distributive, then Sf need not be weakly perrnutable, not 
even if the elements of the set Sf are pairwise perrnutable and Ai v Aj = I 
for i ^j, i, j e {I, 2, 3} as the Example 4.1 shows. (In the Example 4.1, 
L(Sf) is even a Boolean lattice.) 
R e m a r k 2.3. The assertion of Lemma 2.2 or Lemma 2.4 does not hold 
if we replace "weakly perrnutable" by "completely perrnutable" as the next 
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example shows: M= { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } ; A±:{1,2}, {3,4}; i 2 : { l , 3 } , {2,4}; A3: 
:{1, 4}, {2, 3}. The following identities hold: At . Aj = At v Aj = I for i =£j, 
i, j e {I, 2, 3}, Ct = Aj A Ak = 0 for i ^j ^ k -£ i. If s*(C< v Cfixl then 
x* = x3 (for any £,j) thus the set {Ai, A2, A3} is completely permutable 
but none of the distributive laws (2.1) and (2.3) holds: At = At v (Aj > .^fc) ^ 
^ ( ^ v Aj) A ( ^ v Ak) = I, At = Ai A ( ^ v .4*) =£ (At A AJ) V ( ^ ^ Ak) = 
= 0. I t follows that {Ai, A2, A3} is not weakly permutable . 
Lemma 2.6. Let £f = {^li, A2, A3} be a set of equivalence relations on M 
satisfying the conditions (2.1a), (2.2a) and 
(2.6) A2 is permutable with A3. 
Then £f is weakly permutable. 
P r o o f . Let x1, x2, x3 be arbitrary elements of M satisfying xl(At v Aj)xJ, 
i,je{l,2,3}. Then by (2.6) there exists t e M such that tA2x
2, tAsx*. I t 
follows xx(Ai v A2)t, xi(Ai v A$)t and thus x
Y[(A^ \ A2) A (A^ V A3)]t. Using 
(2.1a) we get x^[Ai v (A2 A A3)]t. From (2.2a) we get x
1[Ai(A2 ^3 )^ hence 
there exists z e M such that x1A±z, z(A2 A A%)t. I t follows x
lA\z for any i e 
e { l , 2 , 3 } . 
R e m a r k 2.4. The condition (2.6) of Lemma 2.6 is not necessary to the 
weak permutability (not even if L(£f) is a Boolean lattice) as the next example 
shows: Jf = { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } ; .4n{l,2}, {3}, {4}; A2: {1}, {2,3}, {4}; A3: {I}, 
{2}, {3, 4} . Conditions (2.1a), (2.2a) are necessary. 
R e m a r k 2.5. Conditions (2.1a), (2.2a), (2.3a) do not imply the weak per-
mutability of {Ai, A2, A3} as the following example shows: A\ B, A, B 
where AB ^BA. 
3. Systems Generated by Permutable Sets of Equivalence Relations 
Definition 3.1. By a complete lattice of equivalence relations on a set M w 
mean a closed [1] sublattice of the lattice U(M). 
Theorem 3.1. Any complete lattice L of equivalence relations on M is algebraic 
[1]. The set ^T of all compact elements [1] in L is a v -subsemilattice of L and L 
is isomorphic to the lattice of all ideals inJf. Any element of L is a join of elements 
of jr. 
P r o o f . The Theorem can be proved analogously as in paper [6, Lemma 2.3 
and Theorem 2.1] where a complete lattice of congruence relations is considered. 
The second part of Theorem see also in [1, Chap. V I I I . , Th. 8]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let £f = {Av : y e f } be a set of equivalence relations on M in 
which for any AteSf, i = 1, . . ., n, 
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(3.1) AXA (\J{Ai-.i = 2, ...,n}) = \J {(Ai A At) : i = 2, ...,n}. 
Then 
( 3.2) At A (\/ {Ay : ye A}) = V{(-4, A Ay) :yeA} for any A c= r and any 
IET. 
P r o o f . Let x[At A (\J {Ay : y eA})]y, then xAty and x(\J {Ay : y e A})y. 
Then there exist y(l), . . . , y(m) eA such t h a t x(\J{Ay(i) : i = I, . . . , m})y 
and by (3.1) we get x[\/{(At A Ay(i)) : i = 1, . . ., m}]y and thus x[\J{(At A 
A Ay) : y eA}]y. The converse inequality holds in any complete lattice, thus 
(3.2) holds. 
Corollary 3.1. [V Chap. V I I I , §5, Ex. 9] A complete distributive lattice of 
equivalence relations is Brouwerian. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Sf = {Ay : y e F} be a stfongly permutable set of equiva-
lence relations on M. Let Sf\ = {Bt : t e A} be a set of equivalence relations on 
M such thai any element Bt e S^± is a meet of elements of the set Sf. Then Sf\ 
is strongly permutable. 
Proof . Let-5^2 <= Sf\. The elements of the set-5^2 can be ordered to a trans-
finite sequence Bo, Bi, . . ., Bk, . . ., k < a, where a is an ordinal number. 
Let N = (xk : k < a) be a family of elements of M such tha t x1(Bj v Bk)x
k 
for any j , k < a. Let S^o c Sf be the system consisting of all those Ay which 
occur in expressions of elements B%. With each Ay eSfo we associate the least 
index k(y) such tha t the given representation of element Bk(y) as the meet 
of elements of Sfo includes Ay. Then x
kM(Ay v A^)x
k^ holds for any Ay, 
AoeS?o, because xk(v)(Bk(y) v Bk(6))x
k^ and Bk(y) ^ Ay, Bk(d) ^ A6. 
Since the set Sf is strongly permutable there exists an element xeM such 
tha t xk^Ayx for any
T AyeSfo> We shall show tha t x
hBhX for any h < oc. 
Let Ay be an arbitrary element of So such that the given representation of 
Bh as the meet of elements of Sfo includes Ay. Since Ay ^ Bk(y), Ay ^ Bh, 
xk^(Bk(y) v Bh)x
h, thus x*MAyXh. Since xk^Ayx, x
hAyx holds. This holds 
for any^4 r occurring in the representation of the element Bh thus x
hBhX. Hence 
S^i is strongly permutable . 
Corollary 3.2, Let Sf = {Ay : y eT} be a strongly permutable set of equivalence 
relations on M. Let S?i = {Bt : i eF i } be the same as in Lemma 3.2. Then the 
following conditions are fulfilled. 
(3.3) Bt v A {Bk : A e A }) = A {(Bt v Bx) : X e A} for any i e Fi and any 
A c A . 
(3.4) The elements ofS^i are pairwise permutable. 
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(3.5) Any two elements V {At : i eA± <-= J
1}, V{A* : X E / 1 2 <= F} are permu-
table. 
P r o o f . (3.3) and (3.4) follow from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 2.2. (3.5) follows 
from [2, Th. 2.2]. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Sf = {Av : y e F} be a set of equivalence relations on M 
and Sf\ = {BL : * E A } the set of all finite meets of elements of Sf. Then Sf is 
finitely strongly permutable if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(3.6) Any element Ate^ is permutable with any B^.eS^i. 
(3.7) A) v (A{At : i = 2, . . ., m}) = A{(-4i v At) : i = 2, . . ., m} holds for 
any finite number of elements A\ ^Sf, i = 1, . . ., m. 
Proof . If Sf is finitely strongly permutable then (3.6) and (3.7) hold by 
Corollary 3.2. Conversely, let (3.6) and (3.7) hold. We shall show by induction 
that {Ai, . . ., An} a Sf is strongly permutable. For n = 2 it holds by (3.6) 
and Lemma 2.L Let (xl : i = 1, . . ., n) be a family of elements of M such 
tha t xl(At v Aj)xl for any i,je{l, ...,n}. By the induction assumption 
{A±, ...,An_i} is strongly permutable and thus there exists an element 
z e 31 such that xkAkz for any k e {1, . . ., n — 1}. Obviously also z(Ajc v An)x
n 
for k = 1, . . .,n — 1. Then z[f\{(Ak v An) : k = I, .. ., n — l}]x
n. By (3.7), 
xn[An v (A{-4fc : k = 1, . . . , n — 1})]2. By (3.6), there exists an element 
teM such tha t xnAnt and £(A{-4fc : k = I, . . ., n — l})z. Then tAkz for 
any k = I, . . ., n — 1. I t follows tAkx
k for k e {I, . . ., n}. Thus {^4i, . . ., An} 
is strongly permutable and Sf is finitely strongly permutable. 
Corollary 3.3. Let IJ be a lattice of equivalence relations on M. The elements 
of the lattice L form a finitely strongly permutable set if and only if L is distri-
butive and the elements of L are pairwise permutable. 
R e m a r k 3.1. In particular the assertion of Corollary 3.3 holds if L is the 
lattice of all congruence relations of an algebra. As a Corollary we get the 
assertion [4, Chap. V., Ex. 68] (see the footnote2)). 
Theorem 3.3. Let Sf = {Ay : y e T} be a set of equivalence relations on M and 
let the meet - subsemilattice S^i generated by Sf satisfy DCC. Then Sf is strongly 
permutable if and only if Sf is finitely strongly permutable, i.e. if the conditions 
(3.6) and (3.7) are fulfilled. 
Proof . Let Sf be finitely strongly permutable. Let ^ 0 = {Ay : y e A } , A c 
c r and (x? : y E A ) be such a family of elements of M tha t xv(Ay v A6)x
d for 
any y, 6 EF i . DCC implies tha t f\{Ay : y E A } = -4a(i) A ^a(2) A . . . A Aa(n) 
for some oc(i) e A . By the assumptions, there exists x e M such that xAa(i)X
a{i) 
for any i = 1, . . ., n. Now let Ap ^ Aa{i) for i = 1, . . . , n, ApeSf0. Since 
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the sot {Ap,Aa(D, ...,Aa(n)} is weakly permutable . ther.e exists an ele-
ment t e M such tha t x&Apt and xa^Aa(i)t, i = 1, . . ., n. This implies xAa(i)t 
for each i = 1, . . ., n, hence x(f\{Aaa) : i = 1, . . ., n})t and xApt because 
Ap ^ -4a(i) A . . . A Aa(n). This implies x$Apx, hence 6F0 is weakly permutable. 
Thus Sf is strongly permutable . The converse assertion is obvious. 
Q u e s t i o n 1. Find necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of equivalence 
relations to be strongly permutable. 
Theorem 3.4. Let SF = {Av : y e T} be a finitely strongly permutable set of 
equivalence relations on M. Let JF be the set of all finite joins of elements of 6F 
and 3F\ the set of all finite meets of elements of ^ . Let the following conditions 
hold: 
(3.8) i v (A{Bt:i= 1, ...,n}) = A { ( - 4 v f i , ) : t = 1, . . ., n} for any A, 
Bte3F. 
(3.9) Any Av eS^ is permutable with any element of 3F\. 
Then L(SF) is distributive, even the unrestricted^) distributive identity (3.2) 
is valid in L(SF) and the elements of L(SF) form a finitely strongly permutable set. 
Proo f . From the conditions (3.8) and (3.9) it follows (by Theorem 3.2) 
that the set ZF is finitely strongly p rmutable, because if we replace SF of 
Theorem 3.2 b y ^ then conditions (3.8) and (3.7) are the same. By [2, Theorem 
2.2] if B . Ai = Ai . B for i = 1, . . ., n then B is permutable with \/ {Ai : i = 
1, ...,n} hence condition (3.9) implies the validity of (3.6) for 3F. We 
shall use Lemma 3.2 to prove that ^ \ is finitely strongly permutable i . e . 
each finite subset of 8F\ is strongly permutable: Let ^ be a finite subset of 
elements of 3F\. Denote iF the set of elements of SF which are in the expressions 
of the elements of °ll (finite meets of elements of £F). Obviously if" is finite 
and for F is finitely strongly permutable (Definition 1.2, Definition 1.3) 
then i r is strongly permutable and by Lemma 3.2, °tt is strongly permutable 
too. Hence jFi is finitely strongly permutable and thus (by Corollary 3.2) 
the distributive identity (3.8) holds for any finite number of elements of F\. 
We shall now show that the elements of the set £F\ form a sublattice of the 
lattice U(M) i. e. 
[A{V{-4? 7 : j = l, ...,s(i)}:i= 1, . . . , m } ] v 
v[A{V{-Be*:.4 = 1, ...,t(e)}:e = 1, ...,n}]eFx 
where Atj, Belc eSF. 
(4) The elements A A (V {B* : i e A c E} and V {(A A Bt) : i e A a E} need not 
belong to L(&>). 
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But A{W{Aij:j= 1, ...,s(i)}:i= 1, . . . , m } , V { 5 e * : * = 1, . . . , f (e)} 
and V{Aij :j -= 1, . . ., s(*)} are elements of-^"I, thus we can use the identity 
(3.8) twice and we get: [A{V{Aij :j = 1, . . .,s(i)} : i = 1, . . .,m}] 
[A {\I{B* : fc=l, . . .,t(e)} : e = 1, . ..,**}] - A{([A{V{A(j :j = l,...,s(i)}:i~ 
= 1, . . . , m } ] v [ V { £ e * : f c = l , . . . , * (c)}]) :c= 1, . . . , n} = A{[A{V{-4//: 
: j = 1, a(i)} v V{Bek : k = 1, . . .,J(e)}} : i = 1, . . ., m] : 6 = 1, . . ., n} e 
e J ^ i . ThusJ^i is a sublattice of the lattice U(M), which f o l l o w s ^ = L(ST). 
Since (3.8) holds inSF\, the l a t t i c e d = L(Sf) is distributive. By Lemma 3.1, 
the unrestricted distributive identity (3.2) holds. 
E x a m p l e 3.L We shall show that if ŵ e take a strongly permutable set 
Sf = {A\, A2, As, A±} of equivalence relations, the lattice L(Sf) need not be 
distributive. We shall show that the identity (3.8) from Theorem 3.4 need not 
be fulfilled. Let M = {1,2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6, 7, 8}; An {1, 7}, {2,4}, {3, 8}, {5,6); 
A2: {1, 4}, {2, 7}, {3, 6}, {5, 8}; A3: {I, 3}, {2, 5}, {4, 6}, {7, 8}; A*: {I, 5}, 
{2, 3}, {4, 8}, {6, 7}. I t is evident that At A AJ = 0 for i ^j, i, j e {1, 2, 3, 4} 
and hence A{ A AJ A Ak = 0 for i =£j (or j ^ k or i ^L k). We shall verify 
the strong permutability of S? by Theorem 3.2: Condition (3.6) is satisfied, 
because any two elements Ai, Aj are permutable, and the meets of at least 
two elements of S? are 0. For condition (3.7) it suffices to verify the next two 
identities only in the case that i,j, k, e are pairwise different. 
(a) Ai v (Ai A Ak) = (Ai v .4.-) A (At v Ak). 
(b) Ai v (Aj A Ak A Ae) = (Ai v Aj) A (At v Ak) A (At v Ae). 
But Ai v (Aj A Ak) = AiV 0 = (Atv Aj) A (AI V Ak), Ai v (Aj A Ak A Ae) 
= Ai and (At v Aj) A (At v Ak) A (At v Ae) = At A (At v Ae) = At hold if 
i,j, k, e are pairwise different. Hence Sf is strongly permutable, but L(Sf) 
is not distributive because the identity (3.8) is not fulfilled: A± v A2 = A± v 
v [(A2 v A3) A (A2 v A4)] 7-- (-4i v -.42 v ^43) A (A± v A2 v ^44) = 7, 
Q u e s t i o n 2. Whether L(Sf), generated by a strongly permutable set Sf 
(cardSf > 3), is modular? When the answer would be positive, then the 
same question for Sf completely permutable . 
Corollary 3.4, LetSf be a finitely strongly permutable v -semilattice of equivalence 
relations on M. Then L(S?) is distributive, even the infinite distributive identity 
(3.2) holds in L(Sf) and L(Sf) is finitely strongly permutable. 
Proo f . This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.5. Let L be a complete lattice of equivalence relations on M and 
Sf <=- L a v -subsemilattice such that any element X e L is a join of elements of Sf 
and let Sf be finitely strongly permutable. Then L is also finitely strongly permu-
table and Brouwerian. 
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Proo f . Let {Ai, . . ., An} c L and let x
1, . . ., xn e M such tha t xl(Ai v 
v Aj)x* for any i, j e {1, . . ., w}. I t can be easily seen tha t the elements of L 
are pairwise permutable [2, Th. 2.2]. Thus for any couple (i,j) there exists 
an element yV such that xiAiy^ and yVAjxi. By the assumption Ai = \/{I>f ' 
:JceKi} and .A; = \J {Bk5 : k e K2}, where B\, B)eSP. Then there exist 
finite subsets Fi <= K±, F2 <= K2 such that s*( V {B\ : k e Fi})yV and yV(\J {B] : 
v : k e F2}) xK Setting C\ = \J {B\ : k e Fi}, C) = \J{B):keF2} we get x*(C-
v Cj)^. Let us denote Ct = V {C{ :j = l9...,n} for i = 1, . . ., n. Obviously 
Ci eS? and xl(Ci v Cj) x3 for any i,j. Since <Ŝ  is finitely strongly permutable 
there exists an element x e M such tha t xlCiX for any i e {1, . . . , w}. Since 
(7$ ^ ^4j we get xiAiX for any i, thus the lattice i is finitely strongly per-
mutable. By Theorem 3.2, L is distributive and by Corollary 3.1, L is Brouwe-
rian. 
Corollary 3.5. Let L be a complete lattice of equivalence relations on M and 
C/lf <= L the set of all compact elements of L [1]. If CtiC is finitely strongly permu-
table then L also is finitely strongly permutable and Brouwerian. 
Proof . The assertion follows from Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.L 
Theorem 3.6. Let SP be a A -semilattice of equivalence relations on M and let 
any three elements of SP form a strongly permutable set. ThenSP is finitely strongly 
permutable. In particular this holds if SP is a sublattice of the lattice TY(M). 
P r o o f . By Lemma 2.2, Aa v (A$ A AV) = (Aa v Ap) A (Aa v Av) for any 
A(x, Ap, AVGSP. Let {Ai, . . .,An} <^SPbe an arbitrary finite subset of SP. 
We shall show that conditions (3.G) and (3.7) are fulfilled. The condition (3.7) 
will be proved by induction. I t holds for m = 3. Let it hold for m = n — 1 . 
Since A2 A .. . A An_i eSP then Ai v (A2 A . . . A An_i A An) = [Ai v (A2 A 
A . . . A An-i)] A (Ai v An) = (Ai V A2) A (Ai V As) A . . . A (Ai V An-i) A (Ai V 
v An). From the strong permutability of any triple of SP it follows that the 
elements of SP are pairwise permutable and so the condition (3.6) is fulfil-
led. By Theorem 3.2, SP is finitely strongly permutable. 
Corollary 3.6. Let any three congruence relations on an algebra 31 be strongly 
permutable, then (7(31) is finitely strongly permutable. 
R e m a r k 3.2. This Corollary for the case of rings is given in [13, Chap. V, 
§ 7]. As to the Chinese remainder theorem in equational classes of algebras 
see [12]. 
Using Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 3.3 we get: 
Corollary 3.7. Let% be such an algebra that the lattice (7(31) satisfies DCC. If any 
three congruence relations on 31 are strongly permutable then (7(31) is strongly 
permutable. 
Using Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.7 we get: 
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Corollary 3.8. Let 51 be such an algebra that the lattice (7(5t) satisfies DCC. 
Then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (7(51) form a strongly permutable set. 
(ii) O(5I) form a finitely strongly permutable set (see the footnote2)). 
(iii) Any three elements of (7(51) form a strongly permutable set. 
(iv) (7(51) is distributive and the elements of (7(51) are pairwise permutable. 
R e m a r k 3.3. The condition (i) of Corollary 3.8 can be interpreted in the 
following way: Any set Sf of congruence relations on 51 satisfies the Chinese 
remainder theorem (without restriction to the finiteness of £f). 
Corollary 3.9. ([10], see also [12, Th. 6.9]). The following four conditions are 
equivalent in a primitive class stf of algebras: 
(3.10) For any%estf, the lattice (7(51) is distributive and the elements of (7(51) 
are pairwise permutable. 
(3.11) Any three congruence relations on any %estf form a strongly permu-
table set. 
(3.12) Congruence relations on any 51 e stf form, a finitely strongly permutable 
set. 
(3.13) There exist ternary polynomials p, q in s/ such that: 
p(x, x,y)=y = p(y, x, x) 
q(x, x, y) = q(x, y, x) = q(y, x, x) = x. 
Proof . The conditions (3.10) and (3.13) are equivalent by [10]. The con-
ditions (3.11) and (3.12) are equivalent by Corollary 3.6. By Corollary 3.3, 
the condition (3.12) is equivalent to the condition (3.10). 
4. Absolutely Permutable Equivalence Relations 
Lemma 4.1 [11]. Let SP = {Ay : y e f } be an absolutely permutable set of 
equivalence relations on M. Then Ax\i A& = \J {Ay : y eT}for any Ax, A# e^, 
Ax ^A6. 
Proof . (5) Let x(\J{Ay : y eT})y and x eF . Let us take a family (xv : y e r, 
x* = x and x? = y for y ^ x), of elements of M. Then there exists t e M 
such that xAxt and tA#y and thus x(Ax v Ad)y for any 6 ^ x. 
(5) We give a shorter proof than that in [11]. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let Sf = {Ay : y sT} be a set of equivalence relations on M. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(4.1) Sf is absolutely permutable. 
(4.2) At v A6 = V {Ay : y e T} holds for any At, Ad eSf, At -7-= A6 and Sf 
is weakly permutable. 
P r o o f . The condition (4.1) implies (4.2) by Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 4.L 
Conversely7, let (x? : y e T) be a family of elements of M such that xl(y {Ay : 
:yeT})x* for any i, xeT. Then xl(At v Ax)xP holds (by
7 (4.2)) for any At, 
Ay.eSf, AL ^Ax. From the weak permutability it follows tha t there exists 
x e M such that xAyx^ for any y eT. Thus Sf is absolutely permutable. 
Lemma 4.2. LetSf = {Ay : y e T} be an absolutely permutable set of equivalence 
relations on M. Then Sf is completely permutable and 
(4.3) (A{AL :i i-b, LET}) v A6 = \J {Ay : yeT} holds for any 6 e T. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 1.1, Sf is strongly permutable and also completely 
permutable. By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 4.1, (A {-4* : t ^d, t e T } ) v Ad = 
- A{(Atv A6):t^d, icr} = \/{Ay:yer}. 
The next Lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 4.3. Let £? = {Ay : y e T} be a completely permutable set of equiva-
lence relations on M and let the following conditions hold: 
(4.4) (A{AL:i =£y, i€T})v (A{Ax:x =£ co, x e T}) = V {Ay : y G T} for any 
y, co e I1, 7 7^ co. 
Then £P is absolutely permutable. 
Lemma 4.4. Let Sf = {Ay : y eT} be an absolutely permutable set of equiva-
lence relations on M. Then the set Sf u {V {Ay : y e F}} is also absolutely per-
mutable. 
P r o o f . Let {y} u (xY'.yeT) be a family of elements of M such that 
x'(\/{Ay : yeT})x6 for any 1, SeT and xl(\/{Av : y eT})y for any ieT. 
By the assumption there exists x e M such that xAvxv for any y e T. Obviously, 
x(\J {Ay : y sT})y also holds, hence it follows the assertion of Lemma. 
R e m a r k 4.L Let 0 i , . . . , Qn be congruence relations of an algebra?!. 
In the paper [11, § 1] there is the next assertion: ,,CBT(®i, . . ., Qn) is sa-
tisfied^) in an algebra31 if and only if {0i , . . ., @n} are pairwise permutable 
and C([0i, . . ., 0n]) is distributive, where C([0i, . . ., Qn]) denotes the sublat-
[6] GET(Si, . . ., 0n) is satisfied in an algebra 2t if and only if for arbitrary elements 
x1, . . ., xn of the algebra 91 satisfying xi (Of V 0j)x ' for all i, j e {1, . . ., n} there exists 
z e$l such that xlQiZ for all i e {I, . . ., n} (i. e. the set {0i, . . ., 0 n } is weakly permu-
table). 
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tice of O(2l) generated by 0 i , . . ., 0^ ." This assertion is false in both direc-
tions as it can be seen in Example 3.1 and Example 4.L In Example 3.1 
the set £f is strongly permutable, hence CRT(A±, A2, A3, A±) holds, but 
the lattice L(£f) = C([A±, A2, A3, A^) is not distributive. In [11] this asser-
tion was used in the proof of the following Lemma W [11, § 2] which is false, 
too, as Example 4.1 shows. 
Lemma W. Let ©i, . . ., @n be different congruences on an algebra 5t. Then 
{0i , . . . , 0 4 is absolutely permutable if and only if the following three condi-
tions hold: 
(i) {0i , . . ., Qn} is pairwise permutable. 
(ii) O([0i, . . ., 0^]) is distributive. 
(iii) Qio v QJo = \ /{0i : i = 1, . . ., n} for all pairs 1 < i0 7^ jo ^ n. 
E x a m p l e 4.1. We shall show that conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma W 
are not sufficient for the absolute permutability. Let M = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; 
A1 : {1, 2, 5}, {3, 4, 6}; A2 : {2, 3, 4}, {I, 5, 6}; A3 : {1, 3, 6}, {2, 5, 4}; A, A 
A A2 : {1, 5}, {2}, {3, 4}, {6}; A2 A A3 : {2, 4}, {1, 6}, {3}, {5}; A1 A A3 : {3, 6}, 
{2,5}, {1}, {4}. The lattice C([A1} A2, A3]) generated by AUA2,A3 is the 
eight - element Boolean lattice, A±,A2,A3 are pairwise permutable and 
Ax v A2 v A3 = At v Aj = I for any i ^j, i, j e {I, 2, 3}, but if we take 
x1 = 1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3 (evidently x*(Ai v A2 v Az)x* for any i, j e {I, 2, 3}) 
there does not exist such an element x tha t xlA%x for each ie {1,2, 3}, hence 
{Ai, A2, A3} is not absolutely permutable, not even weakly permutable 
(because weak permutability with (iii) implies absolute permutability by 
Theorem 4.1). Hence CRT(A±, A2, A3) does not hold. 
Howewer, the assertion that conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma W are ne-
cessary, is true. Even the stronger assertion is t rue: 
Theorem 4.2. Let £P = {Av : y eT} be an absolutely permutable set of equi-
valence relations on M. Then L(£f) is finitely strongly permutable, hence distri-
butive and its elements are pairwise permutable, and the unrestricted distributive 
identity (3.2) holds for the elements of L(<Sf). If c a rd / 1 = n is finite and £f 
does not contain the element {\J {Av : y £F}} then L(Sf) is the Boolean lattice 2
n. 
R e m a r k . As to the complete distributivity of the complete sublattice 
of n(M) generated by an absolutely permutable set see Example 5.L 
We shall use the next obvious Lemma to the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4.5. Let Lbe a distributive lattice with the least and the greatest element, 
generated by a set &'. If each element a e£f has a complement in L, then L is 
a Boolean lattice. 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4.2. We use Theorem 3.4 for & = S? \j {V {Ay : 
: yeT}}. By Lemma 4.4, J5" is absolutely permutable and also strongly per-
mutable (Lemma 1.1). By Theorem 3.2, the assumptions of Theorem 3.4 
are satisfied and hence L(Sf) is distributive, the unrestricted distributive 
identity (3.2) holds for the elements of L(Sf) and L(Sf) is finitely strongly 
permutable. Let Sf = {A\, . . ., An} be finite. Then L(Sf) has the least ele-
ment l\{Ai : i = 1, . . ., n} and the greatest one \/{Ai : i = 1, . . ., n}. By 
Lemma 4.2, the elements At have complements /\{Aj :j =£ i, j = 1, . . ., n}. 
By Lemma 4.5, L(Sf) is a Boolean lattice. Any element of L(Sf) can be repre-
sented as a finite meet of finite joins of the elements At. Obviously At are 
exactly antiatoms of L(S?) and L(£?) £S 2n. 
Corollary 4.1. Let Sf = {Ay : y e F} be a set of equivalence relations such 
that each finite subset of Sf is absolutely 'permutable. Then L(Sf) is finitely strongly 
permutable, hence distributive and its elements are pairwise permutable. 
Proof . I t suffices to observe that to each finite subset s/ of L(Sf) there 
is a finite s u b s e t s of ^ such tha t s# cz L(S^i). 
R e m a r k 4.2. On the other hand, if Sf is strongly permutable and fulfils 
the conditions of Theorem 3.4, then L(Sf) need not be a Boolean lattice as 
the next example shows: M = {1, 2, 3}; A1 : {1}, {2}, {3}; A2 : {V 2}, {3}; 
A3: {1,2, 3}. 
Theorem 4.3. Let Sf = {A±, . . ., An} be a finite set of equivalence relations 
on M. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(4.4) Sf = {Ai, . . ., An} is absolutely permutable. 
(4.5) At . /\{Aj :j y^ij = 1, • • • > n) = V {Aj :j = 1, . . ., n} holds for any 
i — 1, . . ., n. 
To the proof of this Theorem we shall use the next Lemma : 
Lemma 4.6. Let Sf = {Ay : y e T} be an absolutely permutable set of equi-
valence relations on M. Then 
(4.6) Aa . A{A v :y ^oc,yeA <= r} = V{A y : y e i " } holds for any oceT. 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4.6. By Lemma 4.1, Aa v Ap = V {Ay : y e r} for 
oc ^ /?, oc, ft GT and by Lemma 1.1, Sf is strongly permutable. By Definition 1.3 
and Lemma 2.2, Aa . /\ {Ay : y ^ oc, y e A cz F} = Aa v (A {Ay :y ^ oc, ye 
eA cz r}) = A{(Aa v Ay) : y ^ oc, yeA a / • } . Hence (4.6) holds. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4.3. By Lemma 4.6, (4.4) implies (4.5). Conversely, 
from (4.5) it follows A% v Aj = \f {Aj :j = l,...,n} for j ^ i. We shall 
show that S? is strongly permutable i.e. (3.6) and (3.7) from Theorem 3.2 
hold. First we shall show (3.6). Let At e^ and B = ^{Ak : k e K cz {l, . . ., 
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n}}. If i G K then B ^ At and B . At = At . B holds. If i £ K then At. B _ 
= V{-4^:j = 1, . . . , n } , hence by [4, Chap. 0, Ex. 15] At .B = B . A(. 
Now we shall show (3.7), i. e. At v /\{Ak : k e K} = A{(At \ Ak) : k e K} 
where K <-= {1, . . . , % } . If i <= K, then .4* v /\{Ak : k e K]- = At = A{(A,-
v Ak) :ke K}. lii^K, then because of At v Ak = V{-4; : j = 1 w}, 
we get A{(^i v 4*) :keK} = V {As : j = 1, . ..,*&} = .4<. A {-4* : h e K} 
= Atv /\{Ak:ke K}. Thus (3.7) holds. Hence Sf is strongly permutable 
and by Theorem 4.1, Sf is absolutely permutable. 
R e m a r k 4.3. The converse implication of Lemma 4.6 does not hold (in 
the infinite case) as the following example shows: Let M be the set of all 
sequences a = (at : i e N) (N is the set of all natural numbers) where ah 
is 0 or 1 and the set {i : at = 1} is finite. Given a, b e M set aBib if and only 
if at = bi. Evidently Bt . A{Bj :j ^ i, j e N} = I but the set {Bt : i e N} 
is not absolutely permutable: If for any i e N, xl is the element of M such 
tha t xlj = 0 for i ^j and x\ = 1, then there exists no element x e M such 
tha t xiBix for any i e N. 
The next Theorem shows that it is not possible to characterize an infinite 
absolutely permutable set of equivalence relations on M analogously as 
the strongly permutable one in Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 4.4. LetSf = {Ay : y e T} be an absolutely permutable set of equiva-
lence relations on M and let the meet-subsemilattice Sf\ generated by Sf satisfy 
DCC. Then Sf must be finite. 
P r o o f . By the assumptions /\{Ay : y eT} = /\{Ay(t) : y(i) e f , i = 1, . . ., 
n}. If there exists Ay(n+i) eSf, Ay(n+j) ^ Avy) for any i = 1, . . ., n. Ay(n+\) ^ 
^ V {Ay : y e r}, then we can use Lemma 4.6 (or Theorem 4.3) (because 
any subset oiSf is absolutely permutable too) and we get AV(n+i) = AV(n^\) . 
. A{Ay(i) : y(i)eF, i = I, ...,n} = V {Ay{i) : y(i) e F, i = 1. . . ., n. n + 1). 
This is a contradiction. 
The following Theorem shows that Lemma 3.2 fails to be true if we replace 
the condition ,,strongly permutable" by ,,absolutely permutable" . 
Theorem 4.5. Let Sf = {Ay : y e T} be an absolutely permutable set of equiva-
lence relations on M. Then a setS^i of meets of elements of Sf need not be absolu-
tely permutable. The sublattice L(Sf) of the lattice n(M) is absolutely permutable 
only in trivial cases: c a r d ^ = 1 or Sf is an two - element chain. 
Proof . Let Sf be absolutely permutable and A, B ^Sf, A < B and B ^ A. 
Assume that Sf\ is absolutely permutable. Then A A BeS^i <= L(Sf), A 
A B < A but A = (A A B) v A ^ A v B which contradicts the Lemma 4.L 
The set S? cannot include a three-element chain because it contradicts 
the Lemma 4.L 
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In the paper [11] a special kind of subdirect products (W — constructable) 
is characterized by using the absolute permutability . In [11, Theorem 2] 
the following assertion is included: 
Assertion A. Let an algebra% be an internal subdirect product O/3l/0y, where 
Qv, y e F, are congruence relations on 31. Then 31 is TV — constructable if and 
only if the system {®v : y e F} is absolutely permutable. 
In [11] the next Theorem W is proved (using Assertion A and Lemma W 
which is incorrect): 
Theorem W [11, Theorem 3]. Let 0 i , . . . , Qn be congruences on% yielding 
an internal subdirect representation of 31. Then 3t is W-constructable if and 
only if 
(i) 0 i , . . ., Qn are pairwise permutable. 
(ii) O([0i, . . ., 0rc]) is distributive. 
(iii) 0/o v 0;o = V{0* ' i = 1> . . ., n} for all different pairs Qio, 0;o in 
{0i, . . . , © » } . 
Theorem W is incorrect because the absolute permutability of the set 
{0i , ...,Qn} is not equivalent to conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem W 
(see Example 4.1). Theorem W can be modified (using Assertion A and Theo-
rem 4.3) in the following way: 
Theorem 4.6. Let {0i , . . ., @n} be a finite set of congruence relations on an 
algebra 31 yielding an internal subdirect representation of 31. The 31 is W-con-
structable if and only if the next condition holds: 
®i • A {©; : j ^ i , j = 1, • • •, n} = V {©; : j = 1, . . ., n} for any i = 1, 
. . ., n. 
R e m a r k 4.4. In accordance with Theorem 4.6, the results of § 3 [11] 
are to be modified. 
5. Direct Decompositions 
In the papers [8], [11] the next Theorem is proved: 
Theorem B. Let% be an algebra. There exists a one-one correspondence between 
the non-trivial direct decompositions of the algebra 31 and the sets Sf = {@v : y e 
EF} of non-trivial congruence relations (i.e. different from 0 and I) ontyi having 
the following properties: 
(1) A{QV: yer} = 0. 
(2) V{®y: yer}=I. 
(3) 6^is absolutely permutable. 
Using Theorem B, Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 1.1 we get: 
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Theorem 5.1. Let 21 be an algebra. There exists a one-one correspondence 
between the non-trivial direct decompositions of the algebra 21 and the sets SP = 
= {Qv: y e F} of non-trivial congruence relations on 21 having the following 
properties: 
(1) A{6r: yer} = 0. 
(2') 0 , v 0* = J for any 0 , , 0* ESP, 0, 9-= 0*. 
(3') SP is weakly or strongly or absolutely permutable. 
Using Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.3 we get: 
Theorem 5.2. Let%be an algebra. There exists a one-one correspondence between 
the finite non-trivial direct decompositions O/21 and the finite sets {0i , . . ., Qn} 
of non-trivial congruence relations on 21 having the following properties: 
(1) A{©*: i= 1, . . . , » } = 0. 
(2") 0* . A{©; 'j i^i, j = 1, . . .,n} = I for any i = 1. . . ., n. 
Using Theorems 4.3, 4.2 and 5.1 we get: 
Corollary 5.1. The sublattice L(SP?) of the congruence lattice generated by the 
set SP of Theorem 5.1 is distributive and any two congruence relations in this 
sublattice are permutable. In particular, if SP is finite set of Theorem 5.2, then 
L(SP) is a Boolean lattice of 2n elements [4, Chap. 3., Ex. 4., p . 154]. 
E x a m p l e 5.L The following example shows that an absolutely permutable 
set SP of equivalence relations need not satisfy the completely" distributive 
law A{V{AiS :jeKt}:ieJ} = V{A{Aim:ieJ}:fe x{Kt: i E J}}. I t 
follows that the complete lattice generated by SP need not be completely 
distributive. In our example SP is even the system of equivalence relations 
corresponding to a direct decomposition: Let M be the set of all sequences 
(at : i e N), where at is 0 or 1 and let for a, b e M, a @nb if an = bn. Let SP 
be the set of all two - element subsets of the set N. We assert that 
A{(0* v 0,) : {i,j}e&} ^ V{A{Q/(/o :Ke0>}:feF} 
where F is the Cartesian product of all elements of SP. Indeed, let x, y e M, 
where xn = 0 and yn = 1 for all n e N. Obviously x(@i v Qj)y if i ^j, hence 
z(A{(©i v 0j) : {i,j}e^})y. The set N — {f(K) :KESP} contains at most 
one element. Indeed, let i be an element of this set. Then f({i,j}) =j for 
all j =£i9 hence N — {f(K) :KESP} = {i}. Suppose next that x(\/{/\{@m) : 
: K ESP} :feF})y. Then there are elements x°, x1, ..., xn; f\,fz, . . .,fn 
(xi e M, fi EF) such that x° = x, xn = y, and x1'1 (A {©/,<*) : K e SP})x\ 
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i = 1, . . ., n (n e N). The sequences x1'1, xl differ in at most one index. Hence 
the set {heN: xh ^yu] is finite (in fact it contains at most n elements), 
which is a contradiction. 
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